ATC Offshore was founded in 2015 by a team of experienced training and education professionals from the Australian TVET sector. We provide internationally recognised training and verification of competency services worldwide. Our priority is to provide economical, flexible and compliant training, assessment and safety culture solutions to a broad range of industries. ATC has Global Strategic Partnership arrangements in place to provide the highest quality and internationally recognised training. ATC is accredited and regulated by API-U, IMCA, LEEA and the AQF (Australian Quality Framework).

OFFSHORE CRANE AND RIGGING COURSES:

- PMASUP305- Operate Offshore Cranes
- (Endorsement) Offshore Crane Operator Stage 1
- BS7121 Part 11 Offshore Crane Operator Stage 2
- BS7121 Part 11 Offshore Crane Operator Stage 3
- API Offshore Crane Operator API RP 2D
- API Offshore Crane Inspector Spec 2C & RP 2D
- API Offshore Rigger API RP 2D
ATC Offshore can mobilise our trainers and assessors anywhere in the world to deliver internationally recognised training, verification of competency and other skills assessments.

On-site training is a flexible and cost/time effective solution as we work around your production schedules with minimal downtime. There is a reduced risk of your employees not `showing-up' to the training courses and training/assessment can be undertaken whilst work is being performed. We can customize and modify training and assessment to meet your company and operational policies, procedures, standards and any specific equipment requirements.

Our trainer/assessors and support team can undertake training needs analysis (TNA), consulting, supervisions and development of skills training, community based education programs, commissioning and shut downs, competency management and assurance and career pathways.

**ATC HAVE RECOGNISED THAT INDIVIDUALS REQUIRE QUALIFICATIONS IN ACCORDANCE TO MULTIPLE INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.**

We understand the challenges for personnel to keep licensing and certification up to date and the complexities faced when it is required to travel to a multitude of International locations to undertake, obtain or re-validate existing licensing and qualifications to suit the project they are employed on or seeking gainful employment with.

Some of the Locations and LNG International Projects, Shipyards/Marinas and Ports which ATC have performed training:

- Ichyths LNG Project
- Gorgon LNG Project
- Wheatstone LNG Project
- Pluto LNG Project
- Blacktip LNG Project
- Darwin LNG Project
- Gulf of Thailand
- Timor Sea Operations
- NorthWest Shelf Australia
- DP World Singapore
- Jurong Ship Yard Singapore
- Sembawang Shipyards Singapore
- Keppel Shipyards Singapore
- Keppel Shipyards Subic Philippines
- SHI Samsung Shipyards South Korea
- Songkhla Port Thailand
- Garden Island Naval Base Australia
- Clarke Air Force Base Philippines
ATC Offshore has the capability to support your offshore crane and lifting operations by supplying highly trained and experienced personnel. We can supply personnel in the following disciplines:

- Offshore Crane Operators – our operators are certified to British stage 3, Australian PMASUP305 and API qualifications.
- Offshore Riggers – our riggers are all qualified to the Australian High risk license at an advanced level as well as holding the API Offshore riggers certification.
- Offshore Crane Inspectors – our inspectors all hold the API RP2D offshore crane inspection certification and hold relevant trade qualifications backed by industry experience.
- Lifting Equipment Inspectors – our lifting equipment inspectors are all highly experienced offshore riggers and crane operators with additional training in Lifting Equipment inspection to the relevant standards.